Ziarat of Abbas bin Abdul Muttalib (a.s.)
The Prophet's uncle, Abbas bin Abdul Muttalib (a.s.) holds an esteemed position. He has given many sacrifices for Islam. Recite his Ziarat in the following way:

\[
\text{ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA A'BBAASUBNO A'BDIL MUTTALEBE}
\]
\[
\text{ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA AMMA RASOOLIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO}
\]
\[
\text{A'LAYKA YAA SAAHEBAS SEQAAYATE WA RAHMATUL LAAHE WA}
\]
\[
\text{BARAKAAATOHU.}
\]

Ziarat of Fatemah binte Asad (a.s.)
Fatemah binte Asad (s.a.) is one of the most honorable ladies. The Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.) used to respect her a great deal. Hazrat Ali bin Abi Talib (a.s.) is her son. Her grave is near the graves of the Imams of Baqee. According to some people her grave is near the grave of Haleemah Sa'diyyah. Stand near the grave of this respected lady and recite her ziarat as follows:

\[
\text{ASSALAAMO A'LA NABIYYIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A'LAARASOOLIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A'LAAMOHAMMADIN SAYYEDIL}
\]
\[
\text{MURSALEENA ASSALAAMO A'LA MOHAMMADIN SAYYEDIL}
\]
\[
\text{AWWALEENA ASSALAAMO A'LAAMOHAMMADIN SAYYEDIL}
\]
\[
\text{AAKHEREENA ASSALAAMO A'LAAMMANBA'ASAHAUL LAAHO}
\]
\[
\text{RAHMATAN LIL'ALAMEENAASSALAAMO A'LAYKA AYYOHAN}
\]
\[
\text{NABIYYO WA RAHMATUL LAAHE WA BARAKAAATOHUASSALAAMO}
\]
\[
\text{A'LAFAATEMATA BINTE ASADEENIL HAASHEMIYYATE}
\]
\[
\text{ASSALAAMO A'LAYKE AYYATOHS SIDDEEQATUL MARZIYYATO}
\]
\[
\text{ASSALAAMO A'LAYKE AYYATOHAT TAQIYYATUN NAQIYYATO}
\]
\[
\text{ASSALAAMO A'LAYKE AYYATOHAL KAREEMATUR RAZIYYATO}
\]
\[
\text{ASSALAAMO A'LAYKE YAA KAAFELATA MOHAMMADIN}
\]
\[
\text{KHAATAMIN NABIYYEENA ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA WAALEDATA}
\]
\[
\text{SAYYEDIL WASIYYEENAASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA MAN}
\]
\[
\text{ZAHARAT SHA-FA-QATOHAA A'LAARASOOLIL LAAHE KHAATAMIN}
\]
\[
\text{NABIYYEENA ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA MAN TARBEYATOHAA}
\]
\[
\text{LE-WALIYYIL LAALAHIMEEENAASSALAAMO A'LAYKE WA A'LAAROHOKEWA BADANEKIT TA.}
\]
Ziarat of the wives of the Holy Prophets (s.a.w.a.)

The respectful and pure wives of the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.a.) are also buried in Baqee. According to the Holy Quran the blessed wives of the Prophet (s.a.w.a.) are the mothers of believers and their respect is obligatory for us. Recite the Ziarat of these esteemed ladies as follows:

ASSALAAMO A'LAYKUNNA YAA ZAWJAATE RASOOLIL LAAHE
ASSALAAMO A'LAYKUNNA YAA ZAWJAATE NABIYYIL LAAHE
UMMAHAATIL MOA-MENEENA WA RAHMATUL LAAHE WA BARAKAATOHU ALLAAHUMMAR- ZE A'NHUNNA War- FA' DARAJAATEHUNNA WA AKRIM MAQAAMAHUNNA WA AJ-ZIL
SAWAABAHUNNA AAMEENA YAA RABBAL A'ALAMEENA

Ziarat of Janab-e-Aqeel and
Janab-e-Abdullah bin Jafar at-Tayyar

Aqeel and Jafar at-Tayyar, both are the brothers of Hazrat Ali (a.s.). Abdullah bin Jafar Tayyar was the husband of Lady Zainab. The graves of these two personalities are in Baqee. Recite the Ziarat of these noble personages in the following words:

ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA SAYYEDANAA YAA A'QEELABNA ABEE TAALEBIN ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YABNA A'MME RASOOLIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YABNA A'MME NABIYYIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YABNA A'MME HABEEBIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YABNA A'MMIL MUSTAFAAA ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA AKHA HA ALIYYENIL MURTAZAA ASSALAAMO A'LAA ABDIL LAHIBNE JA'FARIT TAYYARE FIL JENAAE WA A'LAAN MAN HAWLAKOMAA MIN ASHAABEE RASOOLIL LAAHE RAZEYAL LAAHOO TA'A'ALAAAA A'NKAAM WA ARZAAKUM AHSANAR REZAA WA JA'A'ALAA JANNATA MANZELAKUM WA MASKANAKUM WA MAHALLAKUM WA MAWA'AAKUM ASSALAAMO A'LAYKU WI WA RAHMATUL LAAHE WI BARAKAATOHU.

Ziarat of Ibrahim, son of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.)

Ibrahim, the Prophet's (s.a.w.a.) son passed away in childhood, which was a very sad event for the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.a.) so much so that with tearful eyes he said:

Although the heart is restless in his sorrow we do not say anything that may enrage Allah.

This beloved son of the Prophet (s.a.w.a.) is buried in Baqee cemetery. One must stand by his grave and
recite his Ziarat as follows:

ASSALAAMO A'LAA RASOOLIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A'LAA NABIYYIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A'LAA HABEEBIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A'LAA SAFIYYIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A'LAA NAJIYYIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A'LAA MOHAMMADIBNE A'BDIL LAAHE SAYYEDIL AMBEYAAA-E WA KHATAMIL MURSALEENA WA KHEYARATIL LAAHE MIN KHALQEHI FEE ARZEHI WA SAMAAA-EHI ASSALAAMO A'LAA JAMEE-E AMBEYAAA-EHI WA ROSOLEHI ASSALAAMO A'LAA E'BAADIL LAAHIS SAALHEEENA ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA AYYATOHAR ROOHUZ ZAAKEYATO ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA AYYATOHAN NAFSUSH SHAREEFATO ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA AYYATOHAS SOLAALATUT TAAHERATO ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA AYYATOHAN NASAMATUZ ZAKIYYATO ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YABNA KHAYRIL LAAHE WARAA ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YABNAN NABIYYIL MUJTABAA ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YABNAL MAB-O'OSE ELAA KAAAF- FATIL WARAA ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YABNAL BASHEERIN NAZEERE ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YABNAS SERAAJIL MONEERI ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YABNAL MOAYYATE


Ziarat of the Martyrs of Ohod and
the Event of Hurrah in Baqee

Baqee is having an eventful history and a large number of holy warriors are buried therein. These include those who were injured during the Battle of Ohod but they achieved martyrdom after returning to Medina. Then they were buried in Baqee.

The martyrs of the Event of Hurrah are also buried in Baqee. After the tragedy of Kerbala and the martyrdom of Imam Husain (a.s.) and his companions, the people of Medina revolted against the Umayyad rule and dethroned the governor of Medina. Yazid sent a large army to suppress the revolt and his army plundered Medina for three days continuously, killing people and looting their property and the honor of their women. Thousands perished in this attack including 80 companions of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.) and 700 children of the Ansaar and Mohaajereen (Helpers and Emigrants). This incident is famous as "Hurrah". The martyrs of this attack are buried in Baqee.

Recite the Ziarat of the martyrs of Ohod and the event of Hurrah in the following manner:


Ziarat of Ismail bin Imam Jafar Sadiq (a.s.)

Ismail, was the elder son of Imam Jafar Sadiq (a.s.). Some Shias considered him as the seventh Imam. This sect is known as Ismailis, although the deceased himself had belief in the Imamate of his brother, Imam Musa Kazim (a.s.). Imam Kazim (a.s.) also respected him. The
Ziarat of Ismail is as follows:

ASSALAAMO A’LAA JADDEKAL MUSTAFAA ASSALAAMO A’LAA ABEEKAL MURTAZAR REZAA ASSALAAMO A’LAS SAYYEDAYNIL HASANE WAL HUSAYNE ASSALAAMO A’LAA KHADEEJATA UMMIL MOA-MENEENA UMME SAYYEDATE NESAAA-IL A’ALAMEENA ASSALAAMO A’LAA FAATEMATA UMMAL A-IMMATIT TAAHEREENA

ASSALAAMO A’LAN NOFOOSIL FAAKHERATE BOHOORIL O’LOOMIZ ZAAKHERATE SHO-FA-A’AA-EE FIL AAKHERATE WA AWLEYAAA-EE I’NDA A’WDIR ROOHE ELAL E’ZAAMIN NAKHERATE A-IMMATIL KHALQEE WA WOLAATIL KHALQE ASSALAAMO A’LAYKA AYYOHASH SHAKSUSH SHAREEO ISMAA-E’ELUBNO MAWLAANAA JA’FARIBNE MOHAMMADENIS SAADEQIT TAAHERIL KAREEME ASH-HADO AN LAA ELAAHA ILLAL LAAHO WA ANNA MOHAMMADN A’BDOHU WA MUSTAFAXO WA ANNA A’LIYYAN WAIYOOHU WA MUJTABAAHO ANNAL IMAAMATA FEE WULDEHI ELAA YAWMID DEENE NA’ALAMO ZAALEKA I’LMAL YAQEEENE WA NAHNO LE-ZAALEKA MOTAQEDOONA WA FEE NASREHIM MUJTAHEDOONA.

Ziarat of Haleemah Sa’diyyah (r.a.)

Haleemah Sa’diyyah was the foster mother of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.). She took the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.) from his grandfather, Abdul Muttalib (a.s.) to her tribe outside Mecca. She nursed him and brought him up there. She was a very kind and affectionate lady. She had the esteemed honour of being the foster mother of the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.a.) . The Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.) also used to respect her. The Ziarat of this respectable lady is recited in the following words:

ASSALAAMO A’LAYKE YAA UMMA RASOOLIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A’LAYKE YAA UMMA SAFIYYIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A’LAYKE YAA UMMA HABEEBIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A’LAYKE YAA UMMAL MUSTAFAXO ASSALAAMO A’LAYKE YAA MURZE-ATA RASOOLIL LAAHE ASSALAAMO A’LAYKE YAA HALEEMATAS SA’DIYYATE FA-RAZEYAL LAAHO TA’ALAA ANKE WA ARZAAKE WA JA-A’ALAL JANNATA MANZELAKE WA MAAWAAKE WA RAHMATUL LAAHE WA BARAKAAATOHU.
Ziarat of the Paternal Aunts  
(Father's sisters) of the Holy  
Prophet (s.a.w.a.)

The graves of these ladies: Safiya and Ateka and that of Hazrat Abbas's (a.s.) mother, Ummul Baneen are near each other in Baqee. Safiya was a very brave and virtuous lady and she was also a poetess. She accepted Islam in the initial stage. She paid allegiance to the Prophet (s.a.) and migrated to Medina with him. She was also present in the Battles of Ohod and Khandaq. She passed away in 20 A.H. at the age of 73. Ateka was a very honest lady. She is included amongst the companions of the Prophet (s.a.w.a.) and she also migrated to Medina with him.

Recite the Ziarat of these two aunts of the Holy Prophet in the following words:

ASSALAAMO A'LAYKOMAA YAA A'MMATAY RASOOLIL LAAHE
ASSALAAMO A'LAYKOMAA YAA A'MMATAY NABIYYIL LAAHE
ASSALAAMO A'LAYKOMAA YAA A'MMATAY HABEEBIL LAAHE
ASSALAAMO A'LAYKOMAA YAA A'MMATAYIL MUSTAFAA
RAZEYALLAAHO TA-A'ALAA A'NKOMAA WA JA-A'LAL JANNATA
MANZELAKOMAA WA RAHMATUL LAAHE WA BARAKAATOHU.

Ziarat of Ummul Baneen (a.s.) - 
Mother of Hazrat Abbas (a.s.)

The name of Ummul Baneen is Fatemah, the daughter of Hezaam. She was an extremely righteous, valiant, religious, accomplished and sincere lady. After the martyrdom of Hazrat Fatemah Zahra (s.a.) , she became the wife of Hazrat Ali (a.s.). She gave birth to four sons

Abbas, Abdullah, Jafar and Usmaan. All of them fought on the side of Imam Husain (a.s.) and achieved martyrdom. Ummul Baneen used to mourn on her four sons and other martyrs of Kerbala. She also composed
'Marsiyas' (Poems of sorrow) in their honour and thus she was the one who has kept the memory of Kerbala alive. Recite the Ziarat of Ummul Baneen (a.s.) as follows:

السلام عليكم يا زوجة ولي الله السلام عليكم يا زوجة أمير المؤمنين السلام عليكم يا إمام المؤمنين السلام عليكم يا أم البنين آدم إن أتم العمل ما إنه أمير المؤمنين علي بن أبي طالب رضي الله تعالى عنيك وجعل الجنة متركلك و مأوىك ورحمة الله وبركاته

ASSALAAMO A'LAYKE YAA ZAWJATA WALIYYIL LAAHE
ASSALAAMO A'LAYKE YAA ZAWJATA AMEERIL MOA-MENEENA
ASSALAAMO A'LAYKE YAA UMMAL BANEENA ASSALAAMO
A'LAYKE YAA UMMAL A'BBAASIBNE AMEERIL MOA-MENEENA
A'LIYYIBNE ABEEL TAALEBIN RAZEYAL LAAHO TA-A'ALAA A'NKE
WA JA-A'LAL JANNATA MANZELAKE WA MAAWAAKE WA
RAHMATUL LAAHE WA BARAKAATOHU

Ziarat of Hazrat Abdullah, Father of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.)
The Prophet's (s.a.w.a.) father passed away on the return journey from Syria before the Prophet (s.a.w.a.) was born. His grave is near the 'Saabiq Baazaar'. In the present time it is approximately opposite 'Baabus Salaam', at the place of prayer. His Ziarat is as follows:
السلام عليكم يا ولي الله السلام عليكم يا أمين الله
 السلام عليكم يا نور الله السلام عليكم يا مستوفع
 نور رسول الله السلام عليكم يا والد خاتم الأنبياء
 السلام عليكم يا من النهى إليه الوديعة والأمانة
 السلام عليكم يا صليه الطهار المكينين نور رسول الله الصواب
 الآمين السلام عليكم يا والد سيد الأنبياء و المشربين
 آمهد أتاك قد حفظت الوصية وأدت الأمانة عن رب العالمين في رسول الله كنت في دينك على يقين
 و آمهد أتاك استغفرت من الله عليه منهاج جيدك
 إبراهيم خليل الله في حياتك و بعث و فاتك على
 مرضات الله في رسوله وأقررت و صدقت ببؤرة
 رسول الله صلى الله عليه و آله و ولاته أمير
 المؤمنين عليكم السلام والائمه الطهارين عليهم
 السلام فصل الله عليكم حبي و مين و رحمه الله و
 بر كاينه

ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA WALIYYAL LAHA ASSALAAMO
A'LAYKA YAA AMEENAL LAHA ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA
NOORAL LAHA ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA MUSTAWDA-A' NOORE
RASOOLIL LAHAH ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA WAALEDA
KHAATAMIL AMBEYAAA-E ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA
MANIN-TAHAA ELAYHIL WADEE-ATO WAL AMAANATUL
MANEE-ATO ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA MAN AW-DA-A'L LAAMO
FEE SULBEHIT TAYYEBUT TAAHERIL MAKEENE NOORA
RASOOLIL LAHIS SAADEQL A'MEEEN ASSALAAMO A'LAYKA YAA
WAALEDA SAYYEDIL AMBEYAAA-E WAL-MURSALEENA
ASH-HADO ANNAKA QAD HAFIZTAL WASIYYATA WA ADDAYTAL
AMAAANATA AN RABBH ILAAMEEN FEE RASOOLEHI WA KUNTA
FEE DEENEEKA A'LLA YAQEENE WA ASH-HADO ANNAKAT TA-BATA
DEENAL LAHA A'LLA MINHAAJ E JADDEKA IBRAAHEEMA
KHAILIL LAHAEE FEE HAYAATEKA WA BA'DA WABAATEKA
A'LLA MARZAATIL LAHAA FEE RASOOLEHI WA AQARTA WA
SADQAAT QA-BE-NOBUWAMATE RASOOLIL LAHAA SALLAL LAAMO
A'LAYHE WA AALEHI WA WELAAYATE AMEERIL MOA-MENEENA
A'LAYIS SALAAMO WAL-A-IMMATIT TAAHEREENA A'LAYHEMUS
Salaamo Fa-Sallal LaaHo A'layka HayyAn Wa Mayyetan Wa Rahmatul Laahe Wa BarakaatoHu.

Excellence of the Ziarat of Hazrat Hamza (r.a.) and other Martyrs of Ohod

Fakhru'l Mohaqeqeen has written in 'Fakhriyah':
The Ziarat of Hazrat Hamza (r.a.) and other Martyrs of Ohod is recommended in Ohod. It is narrated from the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.) that he (s.a.w.a.) said,

One who does my Ziarat but does not do the Ziarat of my uncle, angers me.

Shaykh Mufeed (r.a.) writes that the Prophet (s.a.w.a.) has ordered us to perform the Ziarat of the grave of Hazrat Hamza (r.a.) . The Prophet (s.a.w.a.) himself used to accord importance to the Ziarat of Hazrat Hamza (r.a.) and other martyrs. After the passing away of the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.a.) , Hazrat Fatemah Zahra (s.a.) used to regularly perform the Ziarat of their graves. In the lifetime of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.) it had become a practice (Sunnat) for the Muslims to go for the Ziarat of the Prophet's uncle.

It is narrated in a tradition that Hazrat Fatemah Zahra (s.a.) lived for only 75 days after the death of Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.). In this period she was not seen smiling. On Saturdays and Thursdays she used to visit the graves of the martyrs of Ohod and say:

On this side Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.) was there and on that side polytheists were there.

In other tradition, it is mentioned that she (a.s.) used to perform namaz there. The number of martyrs of Ohod is approximately 70. Amongst them are Hazrat Hamza, Abdullah bin Jahash, Musa'b bin Omair, Ammaar bin Ziyad and Shammaas bin Usmaan. When you go for the Ziarat of Hazrat Hamza (r.a.), recite it as follows:
Assalaam u lienka yaa u'mma Rasooli lahe Sallal
Laahoo a'layhe wa aalehi assalaam o a'layka yaa
Khayrash sho-hadaa-e assalaam u lienka yaa Asadal
Laahoo wa asada rasoolahi ash-hado annaka qad
Jaa-haad-ta fil lahe a'zza wa jalla wa jud-ta
Be-nafsea wa na-sahta rasoolal lahe wa kunta
Feemaa indal lahe subhaanahu raageban elayka
Fish-shafaa-ate ab-taghee be- zeyaarateka khalaasa
Nafsee mo-ta-awwezan beka min naarenis tahaqqahaa
MISLEE BEMAA JANAYTO A'LAA NAFSEE HAAREBAN MIN
ZONOObEYAL LATEE AH-TA-TABTOHAA A'LAA ZAHREE FA-ZE-A'N
ELAYKA RAJAAA-A RAHMATE RABBEE ATAYTOKA MIN
SHUQQATIN BA-E'EDATIN TAA-LEBAN FA-KAANA RAQABATEE
MENAN NAARE WA QAD AW-QARAT ZAHREE ZONOObEE WA
ATAYTO MAA AS-KHATA RABBEE WA LAM AJID AHADAN AFZA-O'
ELAYHE KHAYRAN LEE MINKUM AHLA BAYTIR RAHMATE FA-KUN
LEE SHA-FEE-A'N YAWMA FAQREE HAAJATEE FAQAD SIRTO
ELAYKA MAHZOONAN WA ATAYTOKA MAKROOBAN WA SA-KABTO
A'BARATEE I'NDAKA BAAKEYAN WA SIRTO ELAYKA MUFRADAN
WA ANTA MIMMAN AMARANEYAL LAAHo BE-SELATEHI WA
HASENEE A'LAA BIRREHI WA DALLANEE A'LAA FAZLEHI WA
HADAANEE LE-HUBBEHI WA RAGH-GHA-BANEE FIL WEFAADATE
ELAYHE WA ALHAMANEE TALABAL HAWAAA-EJE I'NDAHU ANTUM
AHLO BAYTIN LAA YASHQAA MAN TAWALLAAKUM WA LAA
YAKHEEBO MAN ATAAKUM WA LAA YAKHSARO MAN YAHWAAKUM
WA LAA YAS-A'DO MAN A'ADAAKUM.